Erythropoietin in amniotic fluid as a potential marker in distinction between growth restricted and constitutionally small fetuses.
To determine if there is any difference in amniotic fluid erythropoietin (EPO) concentration between fetuses small for gestational age (SGA) and appropriate for gestational age (AGA), and between the constitutionally small (CSF) and growth-restricted (GRF) fetuses. EPO concentrations in the amniotic fluid samples were determined by EpoELISA test in 38 pregnancies with SGA and 15 pregnancies with AGA fetuses. In the SGA group we measured Ponderal index (PI) and skin-fold thickness (SFT). If PI and/or SFT were below 10th percentile the neonate was GRF. If both PI and SFT were above 10th percentile the neonate was CSF. Higher levels of EPO were detected in the SGA in comparison to the AGA fetuses (p < 0.01). EPO concentration was higher in GRF compared to CSF (p < 0.05). The EPO cut-off level between SGA and AGA was 6.81 IU/L (sensitivity 92.3%; specificity 73.3%), and between GRF and CSF was 9.8 IU/L (sensitivity 81%; specificity 80%). The preliminary results of this study suggest that amniotic fluid erythropoietin concentration is elevated in growth-restricted fetuses and could potentially be used for distinction between growth restricted and constitutionally small fetuses. Confirmation of these results on a larger group of pregnant women is needed.